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Basic Information and Definitions
Magnetic cylinder sensors

Benefits     Magnetic electronic cylinder sensors of the series BMF query the piston position with pneumatic and  
    hydraulic cylinders and grippers.

    Depending on the model, the sensor housing will be made of plastic, aluminum, brass or stainless  
    steel.

    Balluff offers a comprehensive variety of form factors and mounting brackets for your pneumatic  
    cylinders with the BMF- sensors. Most require only one sensor model with various mounting brack 
    ets for the different cylinder manufacturers and -sizes. This reduces your inventory costs. Mounting  
    with our brackets allows sensors to be replaced without losing your switchpoints.

■■ Reliable, bounce-free switching
■■ Long service life
■■ Non-contact, wear-free piston sensing
■■ Insensitive to contamination
■■ Detects piston position through the cylinder wall
■■ Space-saving design, small sizes and shapes
■■ Can be installed on any common cylinder size with corresponding mounting bracket
■■ Significantly greater switching distances for the same size 
■■ Switches through alloy and aluminum walls without a reduction in switching distance
■■ Magnet can be flush mounted in steel
■■ Polarity reversal protected
■■ Supply voltage 10...30 V DC
■■ Responds to both magnetic field directions equally 
■■ Semiconductor sensor, wear-free
■■ Vibration-resistant
■■ Short-circuit protected
■■ Housing material is highly resistant to aggressive media

BMF V-Twin    BMF V-Twin is a sophisticated and cost-effective plug concept with two sensors and a plug. During  
    installation, you will reduce costs and gain back time.

    Low initial costs compared to two individual sensors:
    BMF 204/214 approx. 20 % savings
    BMF 303/305 approx. 30 % savings
    BMF 307 approx. 35 % savings

    Space in the splitter box for twice as many sensors.

Effective distance se  The effective distance is the point in the middle of the linear range sI, used as a reference point for  
    other specifications. 

Function     Permanent magnets are installed in the piston ring of the pneumatic cylinder, which recognize the  
    magnetic cylinder sensor by the non-magnetic cylinder walls. As the piston approaches, the sensor  
    changes its output signal state.
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